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“Give a man a fish, and you’ll
feed him for a day. Teach a man
to fish, and he’ll buy a funny hat.
Talk to a hungry man about fish,
and you’re a consultant.”
~Scott Adams

Ask
Katie Sheets
By Katie Sheets ~ Daily Bull

Dear Katie Sheets,
Did you notice that the
Lode stole your idea for
an advice column? How
does that make you feel?
Sincerely,
Tattle Tail
Dear Tattle Tail,
Hmm. That is interesting.
Normally, I would be quite
upset that someone had
stolen one of my ideas, but
this would not be the first
time something like this has
happened to me. See, I am
actually a brilliant inventor.
I’ve been inventing new
devices since I was quite
young. Contrary to popular
belief, I invented the internet,
the toaster, and discovered
electricity. It’s quite obvious
that I am one of the greatest
minds in the history of the
universe. It really does not
surprise me that my idea for
...see Advice on back

Nationalized Porn
By John Pastore ~ Daily Bull

Despite what some counter-culture terrorist groups may have you believe, our
nation is suffering from a severe shortage
of pornography. Men and women are
going throughout their daily existence
without seeing a single sexually exciting
image. Not only that, but well over half
of the nation goes through the week
without having a single orgasm. This is a
public health crisis.

suppress them can only be attributed to
a terrorist conspiracy.

Why would anyone want to cause such
strife in our otherwise peaceful if somewhat sticky society? If one considers the
membership statistics of the most violent
groups on the planet, a pattern emerges.
It is well known that in any society, young
and hopeless males commit the majority
of crimes. This is because heightened
Consider these surprising health benefits: levels of testosterone have been conorgasm causes a release of vital serotonin nected to high rates of aggression,
and dopamine into the brain - without violence and deviant behavior.
which the human brain simply can not
think. Studies have shown that the These unfortunate criminal tendencies
nation’s population as a whole is over can be curbed by reducing testosterstressed and under exercised - poten- one. Testosterone is naturally consumed
tially lethal ways to live. Similar studies in the testes during spermatogenesis.
have found that orgasm and the preced- The process for creating sperm is aided
ing events are exceptional ways to pre- by another hormone called Follicle
vent either condition - as the muscles of Stimulating Hormone (FSH), which is
the body are uniformly worked out in the produced primarily when sperm levels
build up to orgasm, and then uniformly are not maxed out - or when sexual
forced to relax following. Experts have activity is high. This in turn accelerates
found that our society is suffering from the rate at which androgen-binding
poor inter-social relationships. The pair proteins are produced, which will pull
bonding experience of shared orgasm testosterone out of the surrounding fluid
could easily prevent this. Orgasm with a to drive the Sertoli cells to make more
friend makes for an exceptionally power- sperm. Once more sperm is made, FSH
ful social experience, and orgasm by one production drops off, reducing the level
self can fake it well enough. The positive of androgen binding proteins produced,
health benefits that sex provides human- and raising it’s blood concentration. In
ity are amazing. Therefore, the effort to
...see Porn on back

Welcome to November.
Enjoy your free daily hypothermia.

Pic o’ the Day

...Porn from front

other words, the more sex, the less
testosterone. If this cycle is interrupted, perhaps due to abstinence
or a religious awakening, testosterone
levels will reach their maximum concentration within 2 weeks.
Barring the exceptionally prudent,
(who wouldn’t be reading the DailyBull anyways), most males haven’t
gone for two weeks without masturbating since puberty. If such a
release was continuously prevented,
the physical consequences would be
dire. The victim would be filled with
muscle and rage building androgens,
which break down into hair follicle
destroying Di-Hydro-Testosterone,
leaving them frustrated, violent and
balding. This leads inexorably to
stupid and violent crime.
If enough of these frustrated young
men get together and become frustrated as a group, they may well up
organizing into an ultra-violent gang,
destroying not only our sense of collective innocence but the occasional
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famous land mark or milk bar. The
ensuing vetches would be all horrorshow me droogs.
As easily frightened citizens, we can’t
allow such dangerous gangs to form!
Doing otherwise would go against the
principles set down by the founding
fathers when they built this great nation. If they knew that we were so
morally lax as to allow our youth to
fall into such a condition, they’d rise
from their graves and zombie-march
to Washington. In order to prevent this
calamity, we must strike the heart of
the problem, the unfamiliarity of and
disgust at the human body.
To this end, I have submitted to the
federal government a petition to
nationalize the pornography industry.
Once the Department Of Universal
Copulation and Human Exploration
(DOUCHE) is formed, it’s first actions
shall be to rapidly distribute pornography to all Americans on a grand scale.
To expand the already great popularity
of Internet porn, DOUCHE will provide
vouchers for use at any American
porn site. Taxes will be lowered to
support the hardworking producers
of pornographic content. Finally, to
bridge the digital divide and ensure
equal access to pornographic materials, DOUCHE will form and oversee a
registry cross-referencing the names,
postal addresses and social security
numbers of all citizens, regardless of
age, sexuality, gender, colour, creed,
religion, disability and prudishness.

Lode is merely a misspelling of what
it actually is.

and his family could barely speak
English. And, like most telemarketers,
Love,
they were mentally, physically, and
Katie Sheets
spiritually (although I could not tell
you how) unable to prounounce
the word “sheets.” Unfortunately for
Dear Katie Sheets,
My co-workers call me a nickname me, the owner thought it would be
that I don’t like. How can I tell them less confusing for him to refer to all
to stop?
of his American employees by their
last names. Every single day I went to
Sincerely,
work I heard ‘Shits, stock de shelves’
Wrongfully Dubbed
‘Shits, clean de bathrooms.’ ‘Shits,
run de register.’ Needless to say, I
Dear Wrongfully Dubbed,
am now wary of working at Kwik-eMarts.
I’ve been given a couple pretty
awful nick names, but nothing
compares to the nickname I gained I can’t really complain, though. My
while working at the Kwick-e-Mart. mom’s name is Holly.
Like most gas stations, the Kwicke-Mart was owned by an Indian Love,
family. Like most Indians, the owner Katie Sheets

excelsior!

History has shown that civilizations
that are well-adjusted sexually are also
well adjusted socially and economically. Some examples include Ancient
Advertising inquiries should be directed Greece, Egypt, 1960’s America and
to bullads@mtu.edu.
Modern Japan. Once Total PornoQuestions, comments & concerns
graphic Saturation is realized, America
should be directed to bull@mtu.edu. will enter into a golden age. TechnoThe Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication
is printed on. We would also like to thank the Student Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
and toner costs.

logical development will speed to a
feverish pace, harmful prejudices will
be covered in a wave of jism, and
the barriers which prevent us from
speaking freely will be knocked up
and knocked down. Society will at
last want to choose sustainable and
more environmentally friendly options
- such as reducing the brightness of
light-bulbs, consuming more fruits and
appropriately shaped vegetables, and
a return to (very) public transit as the
favored mode of getting from point A
to getting off at point B. We will at last
be able to return to an era of free-orat-least-heavily-subsidized love.

...Advice from front

an advice column was stolen just as
all my other amazingly brilliant ideas
were stolen.
The writers at The Lode can try as
they wish to one up my column. But
deep down we all know that The

